Android Developer @ umbrela.co

We're seeking a highly motivated, self-starter application developer that is responsible for the design, architecture and implementation of applications that run on the Android OS.

As an Android Developer at Umbrela Smart Inc., you will help develop Android applications for Umbrela connected home devices.

Job Description

- Deep understanding of Java and Android application development
- Experience designing UX and UI workflows
- Ability to quickly prototype and prove concepts
- Able to write concise, simple and readable code
- Maintain a self-starting, highly motivated, detail-oriented approach to projects
- Participate in architectural review and design
- Comfortable with rapid development cycles and tight schedules
- Ability to write functional and integration unit tests

Preferred

- Strong attention to detail on every line of code, every unit test, and every commit message
- Knowledge of Git and continuous integration workflows
- Worked with external libraries like OkHttp, Retrofit, Moshi
- Send us a link to your Github and/or StackOverflow accounts, technical blog, or links to apps you’ve shipped on the Google Play Store
- Experience working with the NDK and JNI
- Experience with Unix based operating systems

Qualifications

- Bachelor's degree in Computer Science (or in progress) or equivalent practical experience
- 2+ years of experience writing Android apps in Java

Send your resume or LinkedIn profile to:

ryan@umbrela.co